
Churgri’s Cleric Spells 

Lore Keeper (Sp): (At Will) 
You can touch a creature to learn about 

its abilities and weaknesses. With a successful 
touch attack, you gain information as if you 
made the appropriate Knowledge skill check 
with a result equal to 15 + your cleric level + 
your Wisdom modifier. 
 
 
 

Touch of Evil (Sp): (1 rd) 5/day 
You can cause a creature to become 

sickened as a melee touch attack. Creatures 
sickened by your touch count as good for the 
purposes of spells with the evil descriptor. This 
ability lasts for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 
your cleric level (minimum 1). You can use this 
ability a number of times per day equal to 3 + 
your Wisdom modifier. 
 

*** 
Bleed (DC 12) 
School necromancy; Level cleric 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one living creature 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw: Will negates; Spell Resistance: 
yes 

You cause a living creature that is below 
0 hit points but stabilized to resume dying. Upon 
casting this spell, you target a living creature 
that has –1 or fewer hit points. That creature 
begins dying, taking 1 point of damage per 
round. The creature can be stabilized later 
normally. This spell causes a creature  that is 
dying to take 1 point of damage. 
 
Cure Light Wounds (x2) (1d8+3) 
 

Detect Thoughts  (DC 14) 

School divination [mind-affecting]; Level bard 2, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F/DF (a copper piece) 
Range 60 ft. 
Area cone-shaped emanation 
Duration concentration, up to 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates; see text; Spell 
Resistance no 

You detect surface thoughts. The 
amount of information revealed depends on how 
long you study a particular area or subject. 

1st Round: Presence or absence of 
thoughts (from conscious creatures with 
Intelligence scores of 1 or higher). 

2nd Round: Number of thinking minds 
and the Intelligence score of each. If the highest 

Intelligence is 26 or higher (and at least 10 
points higher than your own Intelligence score), 
you are stunned for 1 round and the spell ends. 
This spell does not let you determine the 
location of the thinking minds if you can’t see the 
creatures whose thoughts you are detecting. 

3rd Round: Surface thoughts of any 
mind in the area. A target’s Will save prevents 
you from reading its thoughts, and you must cast 
detect thoughts again to have another chance. 
Creatures of animal intelligence (Int 1 or 2) have 
simple, instinctual thoughts. 

Each round, you can turn to detect 
thoughts in a new area. The spell can penetrate 
barriers, but 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of common 
metal, a thin sheet of lead, or 3 feet of wood or 
dirt blocks it. 
 
Guidance 
School divination; Level cleric 0, druid 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 minute or until discharged 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes 

This spell imbues the subject with a 
touch of divine guidance. The creature gets a +1 
competence bonus on a single attack roll, saving 
throw, or skill check. It must choose to use the 
bonus before making the roll to which it applies. 
 

Hold Person  (DC 14) 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 2, cleric 2, sorcerer/wizard 
3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F/DF (a small, straight piece 
of iron) 



Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Target one humanoid creature 
Duration 1 round/level (D); see text 
Saving Throw Will negates; see text; Spell 
Resistance yes 

The subject becomes paralyzed and 
freezes in place. It is aware and breathes 
normally but cannot take any actions, even 
speech. Each round on its turn, the subject may 
attempt a new saving throw to end the effect. 
This is a full-round action that does not provoke 
attacks of opportunity. A winged creature who is 
paralyzed cannot flap its wings and falls. A 
swimmer can’t swim and may drown. 
Hold Person, 

Protection from Good (DC 13) 

School abjuration [evil]; Level cleric 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 

This spell functions like protection from 
evil, except that the deflection and resistance 
bonuses apply to attacks made by good 
creatures. The target receives a new saving 
throw against control by good creatures and 
good summoned creatures cannot touch the 
target. 
 

Protection from Evil 
School abjuration [good]; Level cleric 1, paladin 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance no; see text 

This spell wards a creature from attacks by 
evil creatures, from mental control, and from 
summoned creatures. It creates a magical barrier 
around the subject at a distance of 1 foot. The barrier 
moves with the subject and has three major effects. 

First, the subject gains a +2 deflection bonus 
to AC and a +2 resistance bonus on saves. Both 
these bonuses apply against attacks made or effects 
created by evil creatures. 

Second, the subject immediately receives 
another saving throw (if one was allowed to begin 
with) against any spells or effects that possess or 
exercise mental control over the creature (including 
enchantment [charm] effects and enchantment 
[compulsion] effects such as charm person, 
command, and dominate person). This saving throw 
is made with a +2 morale bonus, using the same DC 
as the original effect. If successful, such effects are 
suppressed for the duration of this spell. The effects 
resume when the duration of this spell expires. While 
under the effects of this spell, the target is immune to 
any new attempts to possess or exercise mental 
control over the target. This spell does not expel a 

controlling life force (such as a ghost or spellcaster 
using magic jar), but it does prevent them from 
controlling the target. This second effect only 
functions against spells and effects created by evil 
creatures or objects, subject to GM discretion. 

Third, the spell prevents bodily contact by 
evil summoned creatures. This causes the natural 
weapon attacks of such creatures to fail and the 
creatures to recoil if such attacks require touching the 
warded creature. Summoned creatures that are not 
evil are immune to this effect. The protection against 
contact by summoned creatures ends if the warded 
creature makes an attack against or tries to force the 
barrier against the blocked creature. Spell resistance 
can allow a creature to overcome this protection and 
touch the warded creature. 
 

Resistance 
School abjuration; Level bard 0, cleric 0, druid 
0, paladin 1, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (a miniature cloak) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 minute 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes (harmless) 

You imbue the subject with magical 
energy that protects it from harm, granting it a 
+1 resistance bonus on saves. 

Resistance can be made permanent 
with a permanency spell. 
 
Spiritual Weapon 
School evocation [force]; Level cleric 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Effect magic weapon of force 
Duration 1 round/level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

A weapon made of force appears and 
attacks foes at a distance, as you direct it, 
dealing 1d8 force damage per hit, + 1 point per 
three caster levels (maximum +5 at 15th level). 
The weapon takes the shape of a weapon 
favored by your deity or a weapon with some 
spiritual significance or symbolism to you (see 
below) and has the same threat range and 
critical multipliers as a real weapon of its form. It 
strikes the opponent you designate, starting with 
one attack in the round the spell is cast and 
continuing each round thereafter on your turn. It 
uses your base attack bonus (possibly allowing 
it multiple attacks per round in subsequent 
rounds) plus your Wisdom modifier as its attack 
bonus. It strikes as a spell, not as a weapon, so 
for example, it can damage creatures that have 



damage reduction. As a force effect, it can strike 
incorporeal creatures without the reduction in 
damage associated with incorporeality. The 
weapon always strikes from your direction. It 
does not get a flanking bonus or help a 
combatant get one. Your feats or combat actions 
do not affect the weapon. If the weapon goes 
beyond the spell range, if it goes out of your 
sight, or if you are not directing it, the weapon 
returns to you and hovers. 

Each round after the first, you can use a 
move action to redirect the weapon to a new 
target. If you do not, the weapon continues to 
attack the previous round’s target. On any round 
that the weapon switches targets, it gets one 
attack. Subsequent rounds of attacking that 
target allow the weapon to make multiple attacks 
if your base attack bonus would allow it to. Even 
if the spiritual weapon is a ranged weapon, use 
the spell’s range, not the weapon’s normal range 
increment, and switching targets still is a move 
action. 

A spiritual weapon cannot be attacked 
or harmed by physical attacks, but dispel magic, 
disintegrate, a sphere of annihilation, or a rod of 
cancellation affects it. A spiritual weapon’s AC 
against touch attacks is 12 (10 + size bonus for 
Tiny object). 

If an attacked creature has spell 
resistance, you make a caster level check (1d20 
+ caster level) against that spell resistance the 
first time the spiritual weapon strikes it. If the 
weapon is successfully resisted, the spell is 
dispelled. If not, the weapon has its normal full 
effect on that creature for the duration of the 
spell. 

The weapon that you get is often a force 
replica of your deity’s own personal weapon. A 
cleric without a deity gets a weapon based on 
his alignment. A neutral cleric without a deity 
can create a spiritual weapon of any alignment, 

provided he is acting at least generally in accord 
with that alignment at the time. The weapons 
associated with each alignment are as follows: 
chaos (battleaxe), evil (light flail), good 
(warhammer), law (longsword). 
 
Virtue 
School transmutation; Level cleric 0, druid 0, 
paladin 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 min. 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 
(harmless) 

With a touch, you infuse a creature with 
a tiny surge of life, granting the subject 1 
temporary hit point. 
 

Weapon of Awe (APG) 
School transmutation; Level cleric 2, inquisitor 
2, paladin 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target weapon touched 
Duration 1 minute/level 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless, object); 
Spell Resistance yes (harmless, object) 

You transform a single weapon into an 
awe-inspiring instrument. The weapon gains a 
+2 sacred bonus on damage rolls, and if the 
weapon scores a critical hit, the target of that 
critical hit becomes shaken for 1 round with no 
saving throw. This is a mind-affecting fear effect. 
A ranged weapon affected by this spell applies 
these effects to its ammunition. 

You can’t cast this spell on a natural 
weapon, but you can cast it on an unarmed 
strike. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Roaghaz’s Sorcerer Spells 
 

1st (7/day) 
2nd (5/day) 
 
Acid Arrow 
School conjuration (creation) [acid]; Level 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (rhubarb leaf and an 
adder’s stomach), F (a dart) 
Range long (400 ft. + 40 ft./level) 
Effect one arrow of acid 
Duration 1 round + 1 round per three levels 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

An arrow of acid springs from your hand 
and speeds to its target. You must succeed on a 
ranged touch attack to hit your target. The arrow 
deals 2d4 points of acid damage with no splash 
damage. For every three caster levels you 
possess, the acid, unless neutralized, lasts for 
another round (to a maximum of 6 additional 
rounds at 18th level), dealing another 2d4 points 
of damage in each round. 
 

Acid Splash 
School conjuration (creation) [acid]; Level 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect one missile of acid 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You fire a small orb of acid at the target. 
You must succeed on a ranged touch attack to 
hit your target. The orb deals 1d3 points of acid 
damage. This acid disappears after 1 round. 
 

Bleed (DC 13) 

School necromancy; Level cleric 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one living creature 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw: Will negates; Spell Resistance: 
yes 

You cause a living creature that is below 
0 hit points but stabilized to resume dying. Upon 
casting this spell, you target a living creature 
that has –1 or fewer hit points. That creature 
begins dying, taking 1 point of damage per 

round. The creature can be stabilized later 
normally. This spell causes a creature  that is 
dying to take 1 point of damage. 
 

Cause Fear (DC 14) 

School necromancy [fear, mind-affecting]; Level 
bard 1, cleric 1, sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one living creature with 5 or fewer HD 
Duration 1d4 rounds or 1 round; see text 
Saving Throw Will partial; Spell Resistance 
yes 

The affected creature becomes 
frightened. If the subject succeeds on a Will 
save, it is shaken for 1 round. Creatures with 6 
or more HD are immune to this effect. Cause 
fear counters and dispels remove fear. 
 

Chill Touch  (DC 14) 

School necromancy; Level sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range touch 
Targets creature or creatures touched (up to 
one/level) 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Fortitude partial or Will negates; 
see text; Spell Resistance yes 

A touch from your hand, which glows 
with blue energy, disrupts the life force of living 
creatures. Each touch channels negative energy 
that deals 1d6 points of damage. The touched 
creature also takes 1 point of Strength damage 
unless it makes a successful Fortitude saving 
throw. You can use this melee touch attack up to 
one time per level. 

An undead creature you touch takes no 
damage of either sort, but it must make a 
successful Will saving throw or flee as if 
panicked for 1d4 rounds + 1 round per caster 
level. 
 
 
 
 



Daze  (DC 13) 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (a pinch of wool or similar 
substance) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature of 4 HD or less 
Duration 1 round 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell clouds the mind of a 
humanoid creature with 4 or fewer Hit Dice so 
that it takes no actions. Humanoids of 5 or more 
HD are not affected. A dazed subject is not 
stunned, so attackers get no special advantage 
against it. After a creature has been dazed by 
this spell, it is immune to the effects of this spell 
for 1 minute. 
 
Mage Armor 
School conjuration (creation) [force]; Level 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a piece of cured leather) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 hour/level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance no 

An invisible but tangible field of force 
surrounds the subject of a mage armor spell, 
providing a +4 armor bonus to AC. Unlike 
mundane armor, mage armor entails no armor 
check penalty, arcane spell failure chance, or 
speed reduction. Since mage armor is made of 
force, incorporeal creatures can’t bypass it the 
way they do normal armor. 
 
Magic Missile 
School evocation [force]; Level sorcerer/wizard 
1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Targets up to five creatures, no two of which 
can be more than 15 ft. apart 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

A missile of magical energy darts forth 
from your fingertip and strikes its target, dealing 
1d4+1 points of force damage. 

The missile strikes unerringly, even if 
the target is in melee combat, so long as it has 
less than total cover or total concealment. 

Specific parts of a creature can’t be singled out. 
Objects are not damaged by the spell. 

For every two caster levels beyond 1st, 
you gain an additional missile—two at 3rd level, 
three at 5th, four at 7th, and the maximum of five 
missiles at 9th level or higher. If you shoot 
multiple missiles, you can have them strike a 
single creature or several creatures.  A single 
missile can strike only one creature. You must 
designate targets before you check for spell 
resistance or roll damage. 
 

Mirror Image 
School illusion (figment); Level bard 2, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 min./level 

This spell creates a number of illusory 
doubles of you that inhabit your square. These 
doubles make it difficult for enemies to precisely 
locate and attack you. 

When mirror image is cast, 1d4 images 
plus one image per three caster levels 
(maximum eight images total) are created. 
These images remain in your space and move 
with you, mimicking your movements, sounds, 
and actions exactly. Whenever you are attacked 
or are the target of a spell that requires an attack 
roll, there is a possibility that the attack targets 
one of your images instead. If the attack is a hit, 
roll randomly to see whether the selected target 
is real or a figment. If it is a figment, the figment 
is destroyed. If the attack misses by 5 or less, 
one of your figments is destroyed by the near 
miss. Area spells affect you normally and do not 
destroy any of your figments. Spells and effects 
that do not require an attack roll affect you 
normally and do not destroy any of your 
figments. Spells that require a touch attack are 
harmlessly discharged if used to destroy a 
figment. 

An attacker must be able to see the 
figments to be fooled. If you are invisible or the 
attacker is blind, the spell has no effect 
(although the normal miss chances still apply). 
 

Reduce Person (DC 14) 

School transmutation; Level sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 round 
Components V, S, M (a pinch of powdered iron) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 



Saving Throw Fortitude negates; Spell 
Resistance yes 

This spell causes instant diminution of a 
humanoid creature, halving its height, length, 
and width and dividing its weight by 8. This 
decrease changes the creature’s size category 
to the next smaller one. The target gains a +2 
size bonus to Dexterity, a –2 size penalty to 
Strength (to a minimum of 1), and a +1 bonus on 
attack rolls and AC due to its reduced size. 

A Small humanoid creature whose size 
decreases to Tiny has a space of 2-1/2 feet and 
a natural reach of 0 feet (meaning that it must 
enter an opponent’s square to attack). A Large 
humanoid creature whose size decreases to 
Medium has a space of 5 feet and a natural 
reach of 5 feet. This spell doesn’t change the 
target’s speed. 

All equipment worn or carried by a 
creature is similarly reduced by the spell. 

Melee and projectile weapons deal less 
damage. Other magical properties are not 
affected by this spell. Any reduced item that 
leaves the reduced creature’s possession 
(including a projectile or thrown weapon) 
instantly returns to its normal size. This means 
that thrown weapons deal their normal damage 
(projectiles deal damage based on the size of 
the weapon that fired them). 

Multiple magical effects that reduce size 
do not stack. Reduce person counters and 
dispels enlarge person. 

Reduce person can be made permanent 
with a permanency spell. 
 
Resist Energy 
School abjuration; Level cleric 2, druid 2, 
paladin 2, ranger 1, sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw Fortitude negates (harmless); 
Spell Resistance yes (harmless) 

This abjuration grants a creature limited 
protection from damage of whichever one of five 
energy types you select: acid, cold, electricity, 
fire, or sonic. The subject gains resist energy 10 
against the energy type chosen, meaning that 
each time the creature is subjected to such 

damage (whether from a natural or magical 
source), that damage is reduced by 10 points 
before being applied to the creature’s hit points. 
The value of the energy resistance granted 
increases to 20 points at 7th level and to a 
maximum of 30 points at 11th level. The spell 
protects the recipient’s equipment as well. 

Resist energy absorbs only damage. 
The subject could still suffer unfortunate side 
effects. 

Resist energy overlaps (and does not 
stack with) protection from energy. If a character 
is warded by protection from energy and resist 
energy, the protection spell absorbs damage 
until its power is exhausted. 
 
Resistance 
School abjuration; Level bard 0, cleric 0, druid 
0, paladin 1, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (a miniature cloak) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 minute 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes (harmless) 

You imbue the subject with magical 
energy that protects it from harm, granting it a 
+1 resistance bonus on saves. 

Resistance can be made permanent 
with a permanency spell. 
 

Touch of Fatigue  (DC 13) 

School necromancy; Level sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (a drop of sweat) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw Fortitude negates; Spell 
Resistance yes 

You channel negative energy through 
your touch, fatiguing the target. You must 
succeed on a touch attack to strike a target. The 
subject is immediately fatigued for the spell’s 
duration. 

This spell has no effect on a creature 
that is already fatigued. Unlike with normal 
fatigue, the effect ends as soon as the spell’s 
duration expires. 

 

 





Grioth Spells 

Id Insinuation (Sp) (DC 12) 1/day 

As a standard action once per day, a 
grioth can disrupt a creature's mind. The target 
must be within 30 feet, and ca n resist this effect 
with a successful DC 12 Will save- otherwise, 
the target becomes confused for as long as the 
grioth concentrates plus 1 additional round after 
it ceases concentrating, to a maximum number 
of rounds equal to 3 plus the Grioth's total HD (5 
rounds for most grioths). This is a mind-affecting 
effect, and is equivalent to a 2nd level spell. The 
save DC is Charisma-based. 
 

Daze  (DC 10)  1/day 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (a pinch of wool or similar 
substance) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature of 4 HD or less 
Duration 1 round 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell clouds the mind of a 
humanoid creature with 4 or fewer Hit Dice so 
that it takes no actions. Humanoids of 5 or more 
HD are not affected. A dazed subject is not 
stunned, so attackers get no special advantage 
against it. After a creature has been dazed by 
this spell, it is immune to the effects of this spell 
for 1 minute. 
 
 
 
 
 

Mage Hand  (At Will) 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one nonmagical, unattended object 
weighing up to 5 lbs. 
Duration concentration 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You point your finger at an object and 
can lift it and move it at will from a distance. As a 
move action, you can propel the object as far as 
15 feet in any direction, though the spell ends if 
the distance between you and the object ever 
exceeds the spell’s range. 
 
Open/Close (At Will) 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a brass key) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target object weighing up to 30 lbs. or portal 
that can be opened or closed 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Will negates (object); Spell 
Resistance yes (object) 

You can open or close (your choice) a 
door, chest, box, window, bag, pouch, bottle, 
barrel, or other container. If anything resists this 
activity (such as a bar on a door or a lock on a 
chest), the spell fails. In addition, the spell can 
only open and close things weighing 30 pounds 
or less. Thus, doors, chests, and similar objects 
sized for enormous creatures may be beyond 
this spell’s ability to affect. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 



Brain Ooze Spells 

Charm Person (DC 18) At Will 

School enchantment (charm) [mind-affecting]; 
Level bard 1, sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature 
Duration 1 hour/level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This charm makes a humanoid creature 
regard you as its trusted friend and ally (treat the 
target’s attitude as friendly). If the creature is 
currently being threatened or attacked by you or 
your allies, however, it receives a +5 bonus on 
its saving throw. 

The spell does not enable you to control 
the charmed person as if it were an automaton, 
but it perceives your words and actions in the 
most favorable way. You can try to give the 
subject orders, but you must win an opposed 
Charisma check to convince it to do anything it 
wouldn’t ordinarily do. (Retries are not allowed.) 
An affected creature never obeys suicidal or 
obviously harmful orders, but it might be 
convinced that something very dangerous is 
worth doing. Any act by you or your apparent 
allies that threatens the charmed person breaks 
the spell. You must speak the person’s language 
to communicate your commands, or else be 
good at pantomiming. 
 

Detect Thoughts  (DC 14) Constant 

School divination [mind-affecting]; Level bard 2, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F/DF (a copper piece) 
Range 60 ft. 
Area cone-shaped emanation 
Duration concentration, up to 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates; see text; Spell 
Resistance no 

You detect surface thoughts. The 
amount of information revealed depends on how 
long you study a particular area or subject. 

1st Round: Presence or absence of 
thoughts (from conscious creatures with 
Intelligence scores of 1 or higher). 

2nd Round: Number of thinking minds 
and the Intelligence score of each. If the highest 
Intelligence is 26 or higher (and at least 10 

points higher than your own Intelligence score), 
you are stunned for 1 round and the spell ends. 
This spell does not let you determine the 
location of the thinking minds if you can’t see the 
creatures whose thoughts you are detecting. 

3rd Round: Surface thoughts of any 
mind in the area. A target’s Will save prevents 
you from reading its thoughts, and you must cast 
detect thoughts again to have another chance. 
Creatures of animal intelligence (Int 1 or 2) have 
simple, instinctual thoughts. 

Each round, you can turn to detect 
thoughts in a new area. The spell can penetrate 
barriers, but 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of common 
metal, a thin sheet of lead, or 3 feet of wood or 
dirt blocks it. 
 

Dispel Magic (3/day) 

School abjuration; Level bard 3, cleric 3, druid 
4, paladin 3, sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Target or Area one spellcaster, creature, or 
object 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You can use dispel magic to end one 
ongoing spell that has been cast on a creature 
or object, to temporarily suppress the magical 
abilities of a magic item, or to counter another 
spellcaster’s spell. A dispelled spell ends as if its 
duration had expired. Some spells, as detailed in 
their descriptions, can’t be defeated by dispel 
magic. Dispel magic can dispel (but not counter) 
spell-like effects just as it does spells. The effect 
of a spell with an instantaneous duration can’t 
be dispelled, because the magical effect is 
already over before the dispel magic can take 
effect. 

You choose to use dispel magic in one 
of two ways: a targeted dispel or a counterspell. 

Targeted Dispel: One object, creature, 
or spell is the target of the dispel magic spell. 
You make one dispel check (1d20 + your caster 
level) and compare that to the spell with highest 
caster level (DC = 11 + the spell’s caster level). 
If successful, that spell ends. If not, compare the 
same result to the spell with the next highest 
caster level. Repeat this process until you have 
dispelled one spell affecting the target, or you 
have failed to dispel every spell. 



For example, a 7th-level caster casts 
dispel magic, targeting a creature affected by 
stoneskin (caster level 12th) and fly (caster level 
6th). The caster level check results in a 19. This 
check is not high enough to end the stoneskin 
(which would have required a 23 or higher), but 
it is high enough to end the fly (which only 
required a 17). Had the dispel check resulted in 
a 23 or higher, the stoneskin would have been 
dispelled, leaving the fly intact. Had the dispel 
check been a 16 or less, no spells would have 
been affected. 

You can also use a targeted dispel to 
specifically end one spell affecting the target or 
one spell affecting an area (such as a wall of 
fire). You must name the specific spell effect to 
be targeted in this way. If your caster level check 
is equal to or higher than the DC of that spell, it 
ends. No other spells or effects on the target are 
dispelled if your check is not high enough to end 
the targeted effect. 

If you target an object or creature that is 
the effect of an ongoing spell (such as a monster 
summoned by summon monster), you make a 
dispel check to end the spell that conjured the 
object or creature. 

If the object that you target is a magic 
item, you make a dispel check against the item’s 
caster level (DC = 11 + the item’s caster level). If 
you succeed, all the item’s magical properties 
are suppressed for 1d4 rounds, after which the 
item recovers its magical properties. A 
suppressed item becomes nonmagical for the 
duration of the effect. An interdimensional 
opening (such as a bag of holding) is temporarily 
closed. A magic item’s physical properties are 
unchanged: A suppressed magic sword is still a 
sword (a masterwork sword, in fact). Artifacts 
and deities are unaffected by mortal magic such 
as this. 

You automatically succeed on your 
dispel check against any spell that you cast 
yourself. 

Counterspell: When dispel magic is 
used in this way, the spell targets a spellcaster 
and is cast as a counterspell. Unlike a true 
counterspell, however, dispel magic may not 
work; you must make a dispel check to counter 
the other spellcaster’s spell. 
 

Dominate Animal (DC 17) At Will 
School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level druid 3 
Casting Time 1 round 
Components V, S 

Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one animal 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell allows you to enchant the 
targeted animal and direct it with simple 
commands such as “Attack,” “Run,” and “Fetch.” 
Suicidal or self-destructive commands (including 
an order to attack a creature two or more size 
categories larger than the dominated animal) are 
simply ignored. 

Dominate animal establishes a mental 
link between you and the subject creature. The 
animal can be directed by silent mental 
command as long as it remains in range. You 
need not see the creature to control it. You do 
not receive direct sensory input from the 
creature, but you know what it is experiencing. 
Because you are directing the animal with your 
own intelligence, it may be able to undertake 
actions normally beyond its own comprehension. 
You need not concentrate exclusively on 
controlling the creature unless you are trying to 
direct it to do something it normally couldn’t do. 
Changing your instructions or giving a 
dominated creature a new command is the 
equivalent of redirecting a spell, so it is a move 
action. 
 

Dominate Person  (DC 19) At Will 
School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 4, sorcerer/wizard 5 
Casting Time 1 round 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid 
Duration 1 day/level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

You can control the actions of any 
humanoid creature through a telepathic link that 
you establish with the subject’s mind. 

If you and the subject have a common 
language, you can generally force the subject to 
perform as you desire, within the limits of its 
abilities. If no common language exists, you can 
communicate only basic commands, such as 
“Come here,” “Go there,” “Fight,” and “Stand 
still.” You know what the subject is experiencing, 
but you do not receive direct sensory input from 
it, nor can it communicate with you 
telepathically. 

Once you have given a dominated 
creature a command, it continues to attempt to 



carry out that command to the exclusion of all 
other activities except those necessary for day-
to-day survival (such as sleeping, eating, and so 
forth). Because of this limited range of activity, a 
Sense Motive check against DC 15 (rather than 
DC 25) can determine that the subject’s 
behavior is being influenced by an enchantment 
effect (see the Sense Motive skill description).  

Changing your orders or giving a 
dominated creature a new command is a move 
action. 

By concentrating fully on the spell (a 
standard action), you can receive full sensory 
input as interpreted by the mind of the subject, 
though it still can’t communicate with you. You 
can’t actually see through the subject’s eyes, so 
it’s not as good as being there yourself, but you 
still get a good idea of what’s going on. 

Subjects resist this control, and any 
subject forced to take actions against its nature 
receives a new saving throw with a +2 bonus. 
Obviously self-destructive orders are not carried 
out. Once control is established, the range at 
which it can be exercised is unlimited, as long as 
you and the subject are on the same plane. You 
need not see the subject to control it. 

If you don’t spend at least 1 round 
concentrating on the spell each day, the subject 
receives a new saving throw to throw off the 
domination. 

Protection from evil or a similar spell can 
prevent you from exercising control or using the 
telepathic link while the subject is so warded, but 
such an effect does not automatically dispel it. 
 
Mage Armor (Constant) 
School conjuration (creation) [force]; Level 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a piece of cured leather) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 hour/level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance no 

An invisible but tangible field of force 
surrounds the subject of a mage armor spell, 

providing a +4 armor bonus to AC. Unlike 
mundane armor, mage armor entails no armor 
check penalty, arcane spell failure chance, or 
speed reduction. Since mage armor is made of 
force, incorporeal creatures can’t bypass it the 
way they do normal armor. 
 

Modify Memory (DC 18) 3/day 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 4 
Casting Time 1 round; see text 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one living creature 
Duration permanent 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

You reach into the subject’s mind and 
modify as many as 5 minutes of its memories in 
one of the following ways. 

• Eliminate all memory of an event the 
subject actually experienced. This spell cannot 
negate charm, geas/quest, suggestion, or similar 
spells. 

• Allow the subject to recall with perfect 
clarity an event it actually experienced. 

• Change the details of an event the 
subject actually experienced. 

• Implant a memory of an event the 
subject never experienced. 

Casting the spell takes 1 round. If the 
subject fails to save, you proceed with the spell 
by spending as much as 5 minutes (a period of 
time equal to the amount of memory you want to 
modify) visualizing the memory you wish to 
modify in the subject. If your concentration is 
disturbed before the visualization is complete, or 
if the subject is ever beyond the spell’s range 
during this time, the spell is lost. 

A modified memory does not 
necessarily affect the subject’s actions, 
particularly if it contradicts the creature’s natural 
inclinations. An illogical modified memory is 
dismissed by the creature as a bad dream, too 
much wine, or another similar excuse. 

 

 

 



 



Lunar Naga Spells 

1st  (7/day) 
2nd (5/day) 
 

Charm Person (DC 14)  

School enchantment (charm) [mind-affecting]; 
Level bard 1, sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature 
Duration 1 hour/level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This charm makes a humanoid creature 
regard you as its trusted friend and ally (treat the 
target’s attitude as friendly). If the creature is 
currently being threatened or attacked by you or 
your allies, however, it receives a +5 bonus on 
its saving throw. 

The spell does not enable you to control 
the charmed person as if it were an automaton, 
but it perceives your words and actions in the 
most favorable way. You can try to give the 
subject orders, but you must win an opposed 
Charisma check to convince it to do anything it 
wouldn’t ordinarily do. (Retries are not allowed.) 
An affected creature never obeys suicidal or 
obviously harmful orders, but it might be 
convinced that something very dangerous is 
worth doing. Any act by you or your apparent 
allies that threatens the charmed person breaks 
the spell. You must speak the person’s language 
to communicate your commands, or else be 
good at pantomiming. 
 
Disrupt Undead 
School necromancy; Level sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect ray 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

You direct a ray of positive energy. You 
must make a ranged touch attack to hit, and if 
the ray hits an undead creature, it deals 1d6 
points of damage to it. 
 
 
 
 

Expeditious Retreat 
School transmutation; Level bard 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 

This spell increases your base land 
speed by 30 feet. This adjustment is treated as 
an enhancement bonus. There is no effect on 
other modes of movement, such as burrow, 
climb, fly, or swim. As with any effect that 
increases your speed, this spell affects your 
jumping distance (see the Acrobatics skill). 
 

Invisibility 
School illusion (glamer); Level bard 2, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (an eyelash encased 
in gum arabic) 
Range personal or touch 
Target you or a creature or object weighing no 
more than 100 lbs./level 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless) or Will 
negates (harmless, object); Spell Resistance 
yes (harmless) or yes (harmless, object) 

The creature or object touched becomes 
invisible. If the recipient is a creature carrying 
gear, that vanishes, too. If you cast the spell on 
someone else, neither you nor your allies can 
see the subject, unless you can normally see 
invisible things or you employ magic to do so. 

Items dropped or put down by an 
invisible creature become visible; items picked 
up disappear if tucked into the clothing or 
pouches worn by the creature. Light, however, 
never becomes invisible, although a source of 
light can become so (thus, the effect is that of a 
light with no visible source). Any part of an item 
that the subject carries but that extends more 
than 10 feet from it becomes visible. 

Of course, the subject is not magically 
silenced, and certain other conditions can render 
the recipient detectable (such as swimming in 
water or stepping in a puddle). If a check is 
required, a stationary invisible creature has a 



+40 bonus on its Stealth checks. This bonus is 
reduced to +20 if the creature is moving. The 
spell ends if the subject attacks any creature. 
For purposes of this spell, an attack includes 
any spell targeting a foe or whose area or effect 
includes a foe. Exactly who is a foe depends on 
the invisible character’s perceptions. Actions 
directed at unattended objects do not break the 
spell. Causing harm indirectly is not an attack. 
Thus, an invisible being can open doors, talk, 
eat, climb stairs, summon monsters and have 
them attack, cut the ropes holding a rope bridge 
while enemies are on the bridge, remotely 
trigger traps, open a portcullis to release attack 
dogs, and so forth. If the subject attacks directly, 
however, it immediately becomes visible along 
with all its gear. Spells such as bless that 
specifically affect allies but not foes are not 
attacks for this purpose, even when they include 
foes in their area. 

Invisibility can be made permanent (on 
objects only) with a permanency spell. 
 
Mage Hand  
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one nonmagical, unattended object 
weighing up to 5 lbs. 
Duration concentration 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You point your finger at an object and 
can lift it and move it at will from a distance. As a 
move action, you can propel the object as far as 
15 feet in any direction, though the spell ends if 
the distance between you and the object ever 
exceeds the spell’s range. 
 
Magic Missile 
School evocation [force]; Level sorcerer/wizard 
1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Targets up to five creatures, no two of which 
can be more than 15 ft. apart 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

A missile of magical energy darts forth 
from your fingertip and strikes its target, dealing 
1d4+1 points of force damage. 

The missile strikes unerringly, even if 
the target is in melee combat, so long as it has 
less than total cover or total concealment. 

Specific parts of a creature can’t be singled out. 
Objects are not damaged by the spell. 

For every two caster levels beyond 1st, 
you gain an additional missile—two at 3rd level, 
three at 5th, four at 7th, and the maximum of five 
missiles at 9th level or higher. If you shoot 
multiple missiles, you can have them strike a 
single creature or several creatures.  A single 
missile can strike only one creature. You must 
designate targets before you check for spell 
resistance or roll damage. 
 
Open/Close (At Will) 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a brass key) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target object weighing up to 30 lbs. or portal 
that can be opened or closed 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Will negates (object); Spell 
Resistance yes (object) 

You can open or close (your choice) a 
door, chest, box, window, bag, pouch, bottle, 
barrel, or other container. If anything resists this 
activity (such as a bar on a door or a lock on a 
chest), the spell fails. In addition, the spell can 
only open and close things weighing 30 pounds 
or less. Thus, doors, chests, and similar objects 
sized for enormous creatures may be beyond 
this spell’s ability to affect. 
 
Prestidigitation 
School universal; Level bard 0, sorcerer/wizard 
0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range 10 ft. 
Target, Effect, or Area see text 
Duration 1 hour 
Saving Throw see text; Spell Resistance no 

Prestidigitations are minor tricks that 
novice spellcasters use for practice. Once cast, 
a prestidigitation spell enables you to perform 
simple magical effects for 1 hour. The effects 
are minor and have severe limitations. A 
prestidigitation can slowly lift 1 pound of 
material. It can color, clean, or soil items in a 1-
foot cube each round. It can chill, warm, or flavor 
1 pound of nonliving material. It cannot deal 
damage or affect the concentration of 
spellcasters. Prestidigitation can create small 
objects, but they look crude and artificial. The 
materials created by a prestidigitation spell are 
extremely fragile, and they cannot be used as 



tools, weapons, or spell components. Finally, 
prestidigitation lacks the power to duplicate any 
other spell effects. Any actual change to an 
object (beyond just moving, cleaning, or soiling 
it) persists only 1 hour. 
 

Ray of Enfeeblement (DC 14) 
School necromancy; Level sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect ray 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw Fortitude half; Spell Resistance 
yes 

A coruscating ray springs from your 
hand. You must succeed on a ranged touch 
attack to strike a target. The subject takes a 
penalty to Strength equal to 1d6+1 per two 
caster levels (maximum 1d6+5). The subject’s 
Strength score cannot drop below 1. A 
successful Fortitude save reduces this penalty 
by half. This penalty does not stack with itself. 
Apply the highest penalty instead. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ray of Frost 
School evocation [cold]; Level sorcerer/wizard 
0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect ray 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

A ray of freezing air and ice projects 
from your pointing finger. You must succeed on 
a ranged touch attack with the ray to deal 
damage to a target. The ray deals 1d3 points of 
cold damage. 
 
Scorching Ray 
School evocation [fire]; Level sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect one or more rays 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

You blast your enemies with a searing 
beam of fire. You may fire one ray, plus one 
additional ray for every four levels beyond 3rd 
(to a maximum of three rays at 11th level). Each 
ray requires a ranged touch attack to hit and 
deals 4d6 points of fire damage. The rays may 
be fired at the same or different targets, but all 
rays must be aimed at targets within 30 feet of 
each other and fired simultaneously. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



Yangethe Spells 
 

Psychic Blast (Sp)  (DC 18) 1/day 

This spell-like ability functions as 
confusion, and also deals 10d6 points of 
nonlethal damage when it first affects foes (Will 
DC 21 half). This ability is the equivalent of a 
5th-level spell. 
 

Feeding Tentacles (Su)  (DC 20) 

As a standard action as part of 
maintaining a grapple, a yangethe can use its 
mouth tentacles to feed on a helpless or 
grappled creature by making a +14 melee touch 
attack. If it hits, the feeding tentacles siphon 
away the victim's emotions and deal 1d4 points 
of Charisma drain. The yangethe heals 5 
points of damage for every point of Charisma it 
drains in this manner. As long as a creature 
continues to  suffer this Charisma drain, each 
time it attempts to sleep it is affected by a 
nightmare spell (CL 10th, DC 20), experiencing 
terrifying dreams in which it re-lives the feeling 
of being fed upon over and over. All effects from 
the feeding tentacles are mind -affecting effects. 
 
Nightmare 
School illusion (phantasm) [mind-affecting, evil]; 
Level bard 5, sorcerer/wizard 5 
Casting Time 10 minutes 
Components V, S 
Range unlimited 
Target one living creature 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Will negates; see text; Spell 
Resistance yes 

You send a hideous and unsettling 
phantasmal vision to a specific creature that you 
name or otherwise specifically designate. 

The nightmare prevents restful sleep and 
causes 1d10 points of damage. The nightmare leaves 
the subject fatigued and unable to regain arcane 
spells for the next 24 hours. 

The difficulty of the save depends on your 
knowledge the subject and the physical connection (if 
any) you have to that creature. 

 
Knowledge   Will Save Modifier 
None*     +10 
Secondhand (you have heard  

of the subject)   +5 
Firsthand (you have met the subject)  +0 
Familiar (you know the subject well)  –5 

*You must have some sort of connection to a 
creature of which you have no knowledge. 

 
Connection   Will Save Modifier 
Likeness or picture   –2 
Possession or garment  –4 
Body part, lock of hair, bit of nail, etc.  –10 

 
Dispel evil cast on the subject while you are 

casting the spell dispels the nightmare and causes 
you to be stunned for 10 minutes per caster level of 
the dispel evil. 

If the recipient is awake when the spell 
begins, you can choose to cease casting (ending the 
spell) or to enter a trance until the recipient goes to 
sleep, whereupon you become alert again and 
complete the casting. If you are disturbed during the 
trance, you must succeed on a concentration check 
as if you were in the midst of casting a spell or the 
spell ends. 

If you choose to enter a trance, you are not 
aware of your surroundings or the activities around 
you while in the trance.  

You are defenseless, both physically and 
mentally, while in the trance. (You always fail Reflex 
and Will saving throws, for example.) 

Creatures who don’t sleep (such as 
outsiders) or dream are immune to this spell. 

 
*** 

 

Air Walk (Constant) 

School transmutation [air]; Level cleric 4, druid 
4 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target creature (Gargantuan or smaller) 
touched 
Duration 10 min./level 

Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 
(harmless) 

The subject can tread on air as if 
walking on solid ground. Moving upward is 
similar to walking up a hill. The maximum 
upward or downward angle possible is 45 
degrees, at a rate equal to half the air walker’s 
normal speed. 

A strong wind (21+ miles per hour) can 
push the subject along or hold it back. At the 
end of a creature’s turn each round, the wind 



blows the air walker 5 feet for each 5 miles per 
hour of wind speed. The creature may be 
subject to additional penalties in exceptionally 
strong or turbulent winds, such as loss of control 
over movement or physical damage from being 
buffeted about. 

Should the spell duration expire while 
the subject is still aloft, the magic fails slowly. 
The subject floats downward 60 feet per round 
for 1d6 rounds. If it reaches the ground in that 
amount of time, it lands safely. If not, it falls the 
rest of the distance, taking 1d6 points of damage 
per 10 feet of fall. Since dispelling a spell 
effectively ends it, the subject also descends in 
this way if the air walk spell is dispelled, but not 
if it is negated by an antimagic field. 

You can cast air walk on a specially 
trained mount so it can be ridden through the air. 
You can train a mount to move with the aid of air 
walk (counts as a trick; see Handle Animal skill) 
with 1 week of work and a DC 25 Handle Animal 
check. 
 

Darkness (At Will) 

School evocation [darkness]; Level bard 2, 
cleric 2, sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, M/DF (bat fur and a piece of 
coal) 
Range touch 
Target object touched 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

This spell causes an object to radiate 
darkness out to a 20-foot radius. This darkness 
causes the illumination level in the area to drop 
one step, from bright light to normal light, from 
normal light to dim light, or from dim light to 
darkness. This spell has no effect in an area that 
is already dark. Creatures with light vulnerability 
or sensitivity take no penalties in normal light. All 
creatures gain concealment (20% miss chance) 
in dim light. All creatures gain total concealment 
(50% miss chance) in darkness. Creatures with 
darkvision can see in an area of dim light or 
darkness without penalty. Nonmagical sources 
of light, such as torches and lanterns, do not 
increase the light level in an area of darkness. 
Magical light sources only increase the light 
level in an area if they are of a higher spell level 
than darkness. 

If darkness is cast on a small object that 
is then placed inside or under a lightproof 
covering, the spell’s effect is blocked until the 
covering is removed. 

This spell does not stack with itself. 
Darkness can be used to counter or dispel any 
light spell of equal or lower spell level. 
 

Demand (DC 21) 1/day 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level sorcerer/wizard 8 
Saving Throw Will partial; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell functions like sending, but the 
message can also contain a suggestion (see the 
suggestion spell), which the subject does its 
best to carry out. A successful Will save negates 
the suggestion effect but not the contact itself. 
The demand, if received, is understood even if 
the subject’s Intelligence score is as low as 1. If 
the message is impossible or meaningless 
according to the  circumstances that exist for the 
subject at the time the demand is issued, the 
message is understood but the suggestion is 
ineffective.  

The demand’s message to the creature 
must be 25 words or less, including the 
suggestion. The creature can also give a short 
reply immediately. 
 
Sending 
School evocation; Level cleric 4, sorcerer/wizard 5 
Casting Time 10 minutes 
Components V, S, M/DF (fine copper wire) 
Range see text 
Target one creature 
Duration 1 round; see text 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You contact a particular creature with which 
you are familiar and send a short message of 25 
words or less to the subject. The subject recognizes 
you if it knows you. It can answer in like manner 
immediately. A creature with an Intelligence score as 
low as 1 can understand the sending, though the 
subject’s ability to react is limited as normal by its 
Intelligence. Even if the sending is received, the 
subject is not obligated to act upon it in any manner. 

If the creature in question is not on the same 
plane of existence as you are, there is a 5% chance 
that the sending does not arrive. (Local conditions on 
other planes may worsen this chance considerably.) 

 

Fear (DC 17) 3/day 

School necromancy [fear, mind-affecting]; Level 
bard 3, sorcerer/wizard 4 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (the heart of a hen or a 
white feather) 
Range 30 ft. 
Area cone-shaped burst 
Duration 1 round/level or 1 round; see text 



Saving Throw Will partial; Spell Resistance 
yes 

An invisible cone of terror causes each 
living creature in the area to become panicked 
unless it succeeds on a Will save. If cornered, a 
panicked creature begins cowering. If the Will 
save succeeds, the creature is shaken for 1 
round. 
 
Interplanetary Teleport (UM) Self +50 lbs of 
objects only (1/year) 
School conjuration (teleportation); Level cleric 
9, sorcerer/wizard 9 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V 
Range personal and touch 
Target you and touched objects or other 
touched willing creatures 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none and Will negates (object); 
Spell Resistance no and yes (object) 

This spell functions as teleport, except 
there is truly no range limit and you do not need 
to have seen your destination, though you must 
have a solid grasp of which world you wish to 
travel to (“the third planet from the sun” is an 
acceptable destination, but “a habitable world 
near that bright star” is not). If you have a 
specific location on a planet in mind, you arrive 
there without a chance of failure; otherwise you 
arrive at a location that would not immediately 
be life-threatening. If no such safe landing zone 
exists on the world, such as someone 
attempting to travel into the sun without the 
proper precautions in place, the spell simply 
fails. 
 

Telekinesis (DC 18) At Will 

School transmutation; Level sorcerer/wizard 5 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range long (400 ft. + 40 ft./level) 
Target or Targets see text 
Duration concentration (up to 1 round/level) or 
instantaneous; see text 
Saving Throw Will negates (object) or none; 
see text; Spell Resistance yes (object); see text 

You move objects or creatures by 
concentrating on them. Depending on the 
version selected, the spell can provide a gentle, 
sustained force, perform a variety of combat 
maneuvers, or exert a single short, violent 
thrust. 

Sustained Force: A sustained force 
moves an object weighing no more than 25 

pounds per caster level (maximum 375 pounds 
at 15th level) up to 20 feet per round. A creature 
can negate the effect on an object it possesses 
with a successful Will save or with spell 
resistance. 

This version of the spell can last 1 round 
per caster level, but it ends if you cease 
concentration. The weight can be moved 
vertically, horizontally, or in both directions. An 
object cannot be moved beyond your range. The 
spell ends if the object is forced beyond the 
range. If you cease concentration for any 
reason, the object falls or stops. 

An object can be telekinetically 
manipulated as if with one hand. For example, a 
lever or rope can be pulled, a key can be turned, 
an object rotated, and so on, if the force required 
is within the weight limitation. You might even be 
able to untie simple knots, though delicate 
activities such as these require DC 15 
Intelligence checks. 

Combat Maneuver: Alternatively, once 
per round, you can use telekinesis to perform a 
bull rush, disarm, grapple (including pin), or trip. 
Resolve these attempts as normal, except that 
they don’t provoke attacks of opportunity, you 
use your caster level in place of your Combat 
Maneuver Bonus, and you add your Intelligence 
modifier (if a wizard) or Charisma modifier (if a 
sorcerer) in place of your Strength or Dexterity 
modifier. No save is allowed against these 
attempts, but spell resistance applies normally. 
This version of the spell can last 1 round per 
caster level, but it ends if you cease 
concentration. 

Violent Thrust: Alternatively, the spell 
energy can be spent in a single round. You can 
hurl one object or creature per caster level 
(maximum 15) that are within range and all 
within 10 feet of each other toward any target 
within 10 feet per level of all the objects. You 
can hurl up to a total weight of 25 pounds per 
caster level (maximum 375 pounds at 15th 
level). 

You must succeed on attack rolls (one 
per creature or object thrown) to hit the target 
with the items, using your base attack bonus + 
your Intelligence modifier (if a wizard) or 
Charisma modifier (if a sorcerer). Weapons 
cause standard damage (with no Strength 
bonus; note that arrows or bolts deal damage as 
daggers of their size when used in this manner). 
Other objects cause damage ranging from 1 
point per 25 pounds (for less dangerous objects) 
to 1d6 points of damage per 25 pounds (for 
hard, dense objects). Objects and creatures that 



miss their target land in a square adjacent to the 
target. 

Creatures who fall within the weight 
capacity of the spell can be hurled, but they are 
allowed Will saves (and spell resistance) to 
negate the effect, as are those whose held 
possessions are targeted by the spell. 

If a telekines-ed creature is hurled 
against a solid surface, it takes damage as if it 
had fallen 10 feet (1d6 points). 
 

Tree Shape (At Will) 

School transmutation; Level druid 2, ranger 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 hour/level (D) 

This spell allows you to assume the 
form of a Large living tree or shrub or a Large 
dead tree trunk with a small number of limbs. 
The exact type of tree, as well as its 
appearance, is completely under your control. 
Even the closest inspection cannot reveal that 
the tree in question is actually a magically 
concealed creature. To all normal tests you are, 
in fact, a tree or shrub, although a detect magic 
spell reveals a faint transmutation on the tree. 
While in tree form, you can observe all that 
transpires around you just as if you were in your 
normal form, and your hit points and save 
bonuses remain unaffected. You gain a +10 
natural armor bonus to AC but have an effective 
Dexterity score of 0 and a speed of 0 feet. You 
are immune to critical hits while in tree form. All 
clothing and gear carried or worn changes with 
you. You can dismiss tree shape as a free action 
(instead of as a standard action). 

 
 
 

True Strike, Quickened (3/day) 

School divination; Level sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, F (small wooden replica of an 
archery target) 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration see text 

You gain temporary, intuitive insight into 
the immediate future during your next attack. 
Your next single attack roll (if it is made before 
the end of the next round) gains a +20 insight 
bonus. Additionally, you are not affected by the 
miss chance that applies to attackers trying to 
strike a concealed target. 
 
Quicken Spell (Metamagic) 

You can cast spells in a fraction of the 
normal time. 

Benefit: Casting a quickened spell is a 
swift action. You can perform another action, 
even casting another spell, in the same round as 
you cast a quickened spell. A spell whose 
casting time is more than 1 round or 1 full round 
action cannot be quickened. 

A quickened spell uses up a spell slot 
four levels higher than the spell’s actual level. 
Casting a quickened spell doesn’t provoke an 
attack of opportunity. 

Special: You can apply the effects of 
this feat to a spell cast spontaneously, so long 
as it has a casting time that is not more than 1 
full-round action, without increasing the spell’s 
casting time. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Azmur Kell’s Druid Spells 
 
Flame Blade, Wand of 
School evocation [fire]; Level druid 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range 0 ft. 
Effect sword-like beam 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

A 3-foot-long, blazing beam of red-hot 
fire springs forth from your hand. You wield this 
blade-like beam as if it were a scimitar. Attacks 
with the flame blade are melee touch attacks. 
The blade deals 1d8 points of fire damage + 1 
point per two caster levels (maximum +10). 
Since the blade is immaterial, your Strength 
modifier does not apply to the damage. A flame 
blade can ignite combustible materials such as 
parchment, straw, dry sticks, and cloth. 
 

Lightning Arc (Sp): (1d6+4 
electricity) 6/day 

As a standard action, you can unleash 
an arc of electricity targeting any foe within 30 
feet as a ranged touch attack. This arc of 
electricity deals 1d6 points of electricity damage 
+ 1 point for every two cleric levels you possess. 
You can use this ability a number of times per 
day equal to 3 + your Wisdom modifier. 
 
Wild Shape (Su):  (3/day) 

At 4th level, a druid gains the ability to 
turn herself into any Small or Medium animal 
and back again once per day. Her options for 
new forms include all creatures with the animal 
type. This ability functions like the beast shape I 
spell, except as noted here. The effect lasts for 1 
hour per druid level, or until she changes back. 

Changing form (to animal or back) is a standard 
action and doesn’t provoke an attack of 
opportunity. The form chosen must be that of an 
animal with which the druid is familiar. 

A druid loses her ability to speak while 
in animal form because she is limited to the 
sounds that a normal, untrained animal can 
make, but she can communicate normally with 
other animals of the same general grouping as 
her new form. (The normal sound a wild parrot 
makes is a squawk, so changing to this form 
does not permit speech.) 

A druid can use this ability an additional 
time per day at 6th level and every two levels 
thereafter, for a total of eight times at 18th level. 
At 20th level, a druid can use wild shape at will. 
As a druid gains levels, this ability allows the 
druid to take on the form of larger and smaller 
animals, elementals, and plants. Each form 
expends one daily use of this ability, regardless 
of the form taken. 

At 6th level, a druid can also use wild 
shape to change into a Large or Tiny animal or a 
Small elemental. When taking the form of an 
animal, a druid’s wild shape now functions as 
beast shape II. When taking the form of an 
elemental, the druid’s wild shape functions as 
elemental body I. 

At 8th level, a druid can also use wild 
shape to change into a Huge or Diminutive 
animal, a Medium elemental, or a Small or 
Medium plant creature. When taking the form of 
animals, a druid’s wild shape now functions as 
beast shape III. When taking the form of an 
elemental, the druid’s wild shape now functions 
as elemental body II. When taking the form of a 
plant creature, the druid’s wild shape functions 
as plant shape I. 

 

*** 
 
Air Walk 
School transmutation [air]; Level cleric 4, druid 
4 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target creature (Gargantuan or smaller) 
touched 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 
(harmless) 

The subject can tread on air as if 
walking on solid ground. Moving upward is 
similar to walking up a hill. The maximum 
upward or downward angle possible is 45 
degrees, at a rate equal to half the air walker’s 
normal speed. 

A strong wind (21+ miles per hour) can 
push the subject along or hold it back. At the 
end of a creature’s turn each round, the wind 
blows the air walker 5 feet for each 5 miles per 
hour of wind speed. The creature may be 



subject to additional penalties in exceptionally 
strong or turbulent winds, such as loss of control 
over movement or physical damage from being 
buffeted about. 

Should the spell duration expire while 
the subject is still aloft, the magic fails slowly. 
The subject floats downward 60 feet per round 
for 1d6 rounds. If it reaches the ground in that 
amount of time, it lands safely. If not, it falls the 
rest of the distance, taking 1d6 points of damage 
per 10 feet of fall. Since dispelling a spell 
effectively ends it, the subject also descends in 
this way if the air walk spell is dispelled, but not 
if it is negated by an antimagic field. 

You can cast air walk on a specially 
trained mount so it can be ridden through the air. 
You can train a mount to move with the aid of air 
walk (counts as a trick; see Handle Animal skill) 
with 1 week of work and a DC 25 Handle Animal 
check. 
 
Barkskin 
School transmutation; Level druid 2, ranger 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target living creature touched 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 
(harmless)  

Barkskin toughens a creature’s skin. 
The effect grants a +2 enhancement bonus to 
the creature’s existing natural armor bonus. This 
enhancement bonus increases by 1 for every 
three caster levels above 3rd, to a maximum of 
+5 at 12th level. 

The enhancement bonus provided by 
barkskin stacks with the target’s natural armor 
bonus, but not with other enhancement bonuses 
to natural armor. A creature without natural 
armor has an effective natural armor bonus of 
+0. 
 

Call Lightning (DC 16) 

School evocation [electricity]; Level druid 3 
Casting Time 1 round 
Components V, S 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Effect one or more 30-ft.-long vertical lines of 
lightning 
Duration 1 min./level 
Saving Throw Reflex half; Spell Resistance 
yes 

Immediately upon completion of the 
spell, and once per round thereafter, you may 

call down a 5-foot-wide, 30-foot-long, vertical 
bolt of lightning that deals 3d6 points of 
electricity damage. The bolt of lightning flashes 
down in a vertical stroke at whatever target point 
you choose within the spell’s range (measured 
from your position at the time). Any creature in 
the target square or in the path of the bolt is 
affected. 

You need not call a bolt of lightning 
immediately; other actions, even spellcasting, 
can be performed first. Each round after the first 
you may use a standard action (concentrating 
on the spell) to call a bolt. You may call a total 
number of bolts equal to your caster level 
(maximum 10 bolts). 

If you are outdoors and in a stormy 
area—a rain shower, clouds and wind, hot and 
cloudy conditions, or even a tornado (including a 
whirlwind formed by a djinni or an air elemental 
of at least Large size)—each bolt deals 3d10 
points of electricity damage instead of 3d6. 

This spell functions indoors or 
underground but not underwater. 
 

Chill Metal (DC 15) 

School transmutation [cold]; Level druid 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target metal equipment of one creature per two 
levels, no two of which can be more than 30 ft. 
apart; or 25 lbs. of metal/level, none of which 
can be more than 30 ft. away from any of the 
rest 
Duration 7 rounds 
Saving Throw Will negates (object); Spell 
Resistance yes (object) 

Chill metal makes metal extremely cold. 
Unattended, nonmagical metal gets no saving 
throw. Magical metal is allowed a saving throw 
against the spell. An item in a creature’s 
possession uses the creature’s saving throw 
bonus unless its own is higher. 

A creature takes cold damage if its 
equipment is chilled. It takes full damage if its 
armor, shield, or weapon is affected. The 
creature takes minimum damage (1 point or 2 
points; see the table) if it’s not wearing or 
wielding such an item. 

On the first round of the spell, the metal 
becomes chilly and uncomfortable to touch but 
deals no damage. The same effect also occurs 
on the last round of the spell’s duration. During 
the second (and also the next-to-last) round, icy 
coldness causes pain and damage. In the third, 



fourth, and fifth rounds, the metal is freezing 
cold, and causes more damage, as shown on 
the table below. 
Round  Metal Temperature  Damage 
1  Cold    None 
2  Icy    1d4 points 
3–5  Freezing   2d4 points 
6  Icy    1d4 points 
7  Cold    None 

Any heat intense enough to damage the 
creature negates cold damage from the spell 
(and vice versa) on a point-for-point basis. 
Underwater, chill metal deals no damage, but 
ice immediately forms around the affected metal, 
making it float if unattended. 

Chill metal counters and dispels heat 
metal. 
 
CLW (x2) (1d8+5) 
 
CMW (x2) (2d8+8) 
 
CSW  (3d8+8) 
 
Dispel Magic 
School abjuration; Level bard 3, cleric 3, druid 
4, paladin 3, sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Target or Area one spellcaster, creature, or 
object 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You can use dispel magic to end one 
ongoing spell that has been cast on a creature 
or object, to temporarily suppress the magical 
abilities of a magic item, or to counter another 
spellcaster’s spell. A dispelled spell ends as if its 
duration had expired. Some spells, as detailed in 
their descriptions, can’t be defeated by dispel 
magic. Dispel magic can dispel (but not counter) 
spell-like effects just as it does spells. The effect 
of a spell with an instantaneous duration can’t 
be dispelled, because the magical effect is 
already over before the dispel magic can take 
effect. 

You choose to use dispel magic in one 
of two ways: a targeted dispel or a counterspell. 

Targeted Dispel: One object, creature, 
or spell is the target of the dispel magic spell. 
You make one dispel check (1d20 + your caster 
level) and compare that to the spell with highest 
caster level (DC = 11 + the spell’s caster level). 
If successful, that spell ends. If not, compare the 
same result to the spell with the next highest 

caster level. Repeat this process until you have 
dispelled one spell affecting the target, or you 
have failed to dispel every spell. 

For example, a 7th-level caster casts 
dispel magic, targeting a creature affected by 
stoneskin (caster level 12th) and fly (caster level 
6th). The caster level check results in a 19. This 
check is not high enough to end the stoneskin 
(which would have required a 23 or higher), but 
it is high enough to end the fly (which only 
required a 17). Had the dispel check resulted in 
a 23 or higher, the stoneskin would have been 
dispelled, leaving the fly intact. Had the dispel 
check been a 16 or less, no spells would have 
been affected. 

You can also use a targeted dispel to 
specifically end one spell affecting the target or 
one spell affecting an area (such as a wall of 
fire). You must name the specific spell effect to 
be targeted in this way. If your caster level check 
is equal to or higher than the DC of that spell, it 
ends. No other spells or effects on the target are 
dispelled if your check is not high enough to end 
the targeted effect. 

If you target an object or creature that is 
the effect of an ongoing spell (such as a monster 
summoned by summon monster), you make a 
dispel check to end the spell that conjured the 
object or creature. 

If the object that you target is a magic 
item, you make a dispel check against the item’s 
caster level (DC = 11 + the item’s caster level). If 
you succeed, all the item’s magical properties 
are suppressed for 1d4 rounds, after which the 
item recovers its magical properties. A 
suppressed item becomes nonmagical for the 
duration of the effect. An interdimensional 
opening (such as a bag of holding) is temporarily 
closed. A magic item’s physical properties are 
unchanged: A suppressed magic sword is still a 
sword (a masterwork sword, in fact). Artifacts 
and deities are unaffected by mortal magic such 
as this. 

You automatically succeed on your 
dispel check against any spell that you cast 
yourself. 

Counterspell: When dispel magic is 
used in this way, the spell targets a spellcaster 
and is cast as a counterspell. Unlike a true 
counterspell, however, dispel magic may not 
work; you must make a dispel check to counter 
the other spellcaster’s spell. 
 
 
 



Entangle (DC 14) 

School transmutation; Level druid 1, ranger 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range long (400 ft. + 40 ft./level) 
Area plants in a 40-ft.-radius spread 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw: Reflex partial; see text; Spell 
Resistance: no 

This spell causes tall grass, weeds, and 
other plants to wrap around creatures in the 
area of effect or those that enter the area. 
Creatures that fail their save gain the entangled 
condition. Creatures that make their save can 
move as normal, but those that remain in the 
area must save again at the end of your turn. 
Creatures that move into the area must save 
immediately. Those that fail must end their 
movement and gain the entangled condition. 
Entangled creatures can attempt to break free 
as a move action, making a Strength or Escape 
Artist check. The DC for this check is equal to 
the DC of the spell. The entire area of effect is 
considered difficult terrain while the effect lasts. 

If the plants in the area are covered in 
thorns, those in the area take 1 point of damage 
each time they fail a save against the entangle 
or fail a check made to break free. Other effects, 
depending on the local plants, might be possible 
at GM discretion. 
 
Gaseous Form 
School transmutation; Level bard 3, 
sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components S, M/DF (a bit of gauze and a 
wisp of smoke) 
Range touch 
Target willing corporeal creature touched 
Duration 2 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

The subject and all its gear become 
insubstantial, misty, and translucent. Its material 
armor (including natural armor) becomes 
worthless, though its size, Dexterity, deflection 
bonuses, and armor bonuses from force effects 
still apply. The subject gains DR 10/magic and 
becomes immune to poison, sneak attacks, and 
critical hits. It can’t attack or cast spells with 
verbal, somatic, material, or focus components 
while in gaseous form. This does not rule out the 
use of certain spells that the subject may have 
prepared using the feats Silent Spell, Still Spell, 
and Eschew Materials. The subject also loses 
supernatural abilities while in gaseous form. If it 

has a touch spell ready to use, that spell is 
discharged harmlessly when the gaseous form 
spell takes effect. 

A gaseous creature can’t run, but it can 
fly at a speed of 10 feet and automatically 
succeeds on all Fly skill checks. It can pass 
through small holes or narrow openings, even 
mere cracks, with all it was wearing or holding in 
its hands, as long as the spell persists. The 
creature is subject to the effects of wind, and it 
can’t enter water or other liquid. It also can’t 
manipulate objects or activate items, even those 
carried along with its gaseous form. 
Continuously active items remain active, though 
in some cases their effects may be moot. 
 
Goodberry 
School transmutation; Level druid 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Targets 2d4 fresh berries touched 
Duration 1 day/level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

Casting goodberry makes 2d4 freshly 
picked berries magical. You (as well as any 
other druid of 3rd or higher level) can 
immediately discern which berries are affected. 
Each transmuted berry provides nourishment as 
if it were a normal meal for a Medium creature. 
The berry also cures 1 point of damage when 
eaten, subject to a maximum of 8 points of such 
curing in any 24-hour period. 
 
Light 
School evocation [light]; Level bard 0, cleric 0, 
druid 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, M/DF (a firefly) 
Range touch 
Target object touched 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

This spell causes a touched object to 
glow like a torch, shedding normal light in a 20-
foot radius from the point touched, and 
increasing the light level for an additional 20 feet 
by one step, up to normal light (darkness 
becomes dim light, and dim light becomes 
normal light). In an area of normal or bright light, 
this spell has no effect. The effect is immobile, 
but it can be cast on a movable object. 

You can only have one light spell active 
at any one time. If you cast this spell while 
another casting is still in effect, the previous 
casting is dispelled. If you make this spell 



permanent (through permanency or a similar 
effect), it does not count against this limit. Light 
can be used to counter or dispel any darkness 
spell of equal or lower spell level. 
 

Mending 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, cleric 0, 
druid 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 10 minutes 
Components V, S 
Range 10 ft. 
Target one object of up to 1 lb./level 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw: Will negates (harmless, object); 
Spell Resistance: yes (harmless, object) 

This spell repairs damaged objects, 
restoring 1d4 hit points to the object. If the object 
has the broken condition, this condition is 
removed if the object is restored to at least half 
its original hit points. All of the pieces of an 
object must be present for this spell to function. 
Magic items can be repaired by this spell, but 
you must have a caster level equal to or higher 
than that of the object. Magic items that are 
destroyed (at 0 hit points or less) can be 
repaired with this spell, but this spell does not 
restore their magic abilities. This spell does not 
affect creatures (including constructs). This spell 
has no effect on objects that have been warped 
or otherwise transmuted, but it can still repair 
damage done to such items. 
 

Obscuring Mist 
School conjuration (creation); Level cleric 1, 
druid 1, sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range 20 ft. 
Effect cloud spreads in 20-ft. radius from you, 
20 ft. high 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

A misty vapor arises around you. It is 
stationary. The vapor obscures all sight, 
including darkvision, beyond 5 feet. A creature 5 
feet away has concealment (attacks have a 20% 
miss chance). Creatures farther away have total 
concealment (50% miss chance, and the 
attacker cannot use sight to locate the target). 

A moderate wind (11+ mph), such as 
from a gust of wind spell, disperses the fog in 4 
rounds. A strong wind (21+ mph) disperses the 
fog in 1 round. A fireball, flame strike, or similar 
spell burns away the fog in the explosive or fiery 
spell’s area. A wall of fire burns away the fog in 
the area into which it deals damage. 

This spell does not function underwater. 
 

Produce Flame 
School evocation [fire]; Level druid 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range 0 ft. 
Effect flame in your palm 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 

Flames as bright as a torch appear in 
your open hand. The flames harm neither you 
nor your equipment. 

In addition to providing illumination, the 
flames can be hurled or used to touch enemies. 
You can strike an opponent with a melee touch 
attack, dealing fire damage equal to 1d6 + 1 
point per caster level (maximum +5). 
Alternatively, you can hurl the flames up to 120 
feet as a thrown weapon. When doing so, you 
attack with a ranged touch attack (with no range 
penalty) and deal the same damage as with the 
melee attack. No sooner do you hurl the flames 
than a new set appears in your hand. Each 
attack you make reduces the remaining duration 
by 1 minute. If an attack reduces the remaining 
duration to 0 minutes or less, the spell ends after 
the attack resolves. 

This spell does not function underwater. 
 
Protection from Energy 
School abjuration; Level cleric 3, druid 3, 
ranger 2, sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 10 min./level or until discharged 
Saving Throw Fortitude negates (harmless); 
Spell Resistance yes (harmless) 

Protection from energy grants temporary 
immunity to the type of energy you specify when 
you cast it (acid, cold, electricity, fire, or sonic). 
When the spell absorbs 12 points per caster 
level of energy damage (to a maximum of 120 
points at 10th level), it is discharged. 

Protection from energy overlaps (and 
does not stack with) resist energy. If a character 
is warded by protection from energy and resist 
energy, the protection spell absorbs damage 
until its power is exhausted. 
 

 
 
 
 



Restoration, Lesser 
School conjuration (healing); Level cleric 2, 
druid 2, paladin 1 
Casting Time 3 rounds 
Components V, S 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes (harmless) 

Lesser restoration dispels any magical 
effects reducing one of the subject’s ability 
scores or cures 1d4 points of temporary ability 
damage to one of the subject’s ability scores. It 
also eliminates any fatigue suffered by the 
character, and improves an exhausted condition 
to fatigued. It does not restore permanent ability 
drain. 
 
Restoration 
School conjuration (healing); Level cleric 4, paladin 4 
Casting Time 1 minute 
Components V, S, M (diamond dust worth 100 gp or 
1,000 gp, see text) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes (harmless) 

This spell functions like lesser restoration, 
except that it also dispels temporary negative levels 
or one permanent negative level. If this spell is used 
to dispel a permanent negative level, it has a material 
component of diamond dust worth 1,000 gp. This 
spell cannot be used to dispel more than one 
permanent negative level possessed by a target in a 
1-week period. 

Restoration cures all temporary ability 
damage, and it restores all points permanently 
drained from a single ability score (your choice if more 
than one is drained). It also eliminates any fatigue or 
exhaustion suffered by the target. 

 
Tree Shape 
School transmutation; Level druid 2, ranger 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 hour/level (D) 

This spell allows you to assume the 
form of a Large living tree or shrub or a Large 
dead tree trunk with a small number of limbs. 
The exact type of tree, as well as its 
appearance, is completely under your control. 

Even the closest inspection cannot reveal that 
the tree in question is actually a magically 
concealed creature. To all normal tests you are, 
in fact, a tree or shrub, although a detect magic 
spell reveals a faint transmutation on the tree. 
While in tree form, you can observe all that 
transpires around you just as if you were in your 
normal form, and your hit points and save 
bonuses remain unaffected. You gain a +10 
natural armor bonus to AC but have an effective 
Dexterity score of 0 and a speed of 0 feet. You 
are immune to critical hits while in tree form. All 
clothing and gear carried or worn changes with 
you. You can dismiss tree shape as a free action 
(instead of as a standard action). 
 
Wind Wall 
School evocation [air]; Level cleric 3, druid 3, 
ranger 2, sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (a tiny fan and an 
exotic feather) 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Effect wall up to 10 ft./level long and 5 ft./level 
high (S) 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw none; see text; Spell 
Resistance yes 

An invisible vertical curtain of wind 
appears. It is 2 feet thick and of considerable 
strength. It is a roaring blast sufficient to blow 
away any bird smaller than an eagle, or tear 
papers and similar materials from unsuspecting 
hands. (A Reflex save allows a creature to 
maintain its grasp on an object.) Tiny and Small 
f lying creatures cannot pass through the barrier. 
Loose materials and cloth garments fly upward 
when caught in a wind wall. Arrows and bolts 
are deflected upward and miss, while any other 
normal ranged weapon passing through the wall 
has a 30% miss chance. (A giant-thrown 
boulder, a siege engine projectile, and other 
massive ranged weapons are not affected.) 
Gases, most gaseous breath weapons, and 
creatures in gaseous form cannot pass through 
the wall (although it is no barrier to incorporeal 
creatures). 

While the wall must be vertical, you can 
shape it in any continuous path along the ground 
that you like. It is possible to create cylindrical or 
square wind walls to enclose specific points. 

 
 



Pentosh’s Alchemist Spells 
 

Bomb (Su):  Bomb +8 (4d6+6) fire  
(DC 17)  11/day 

In addition to magical extracts, alchemists 
are adept at swiftly mixing various volatile chemicals 
and infusing them with their magical reserves to 
create powerful bombs that they can hurl at their 
enemies. An alchemist can use a number of bombs 
each day equal to his class level + his Intelligence 
modifier. Bombs are unstable, and if not used in the 
round they are created, they degrade and become 
inert—their method of creation prevents large 
volumes of explosive material from being created and 
stored. In order to create a bomb, the alchemist must 
use a small vial containing an ounce of liquid 
catalyst—the alchemist can create this liquid catalyst 
from small amounts of chemicals from an alchemy 
lab, and these supplies can be readily refilled in the 
same manner as a spellcaster’s component pouch. 
Most alchemists create a number of catalyst vials at 
the start of the day equal to the total number of 
bombs they can create in that day—once created, a 
catalyst vial remains usable by the alchemist for 
years. 

Drawing the components of, creating, and 
throwing a bomb requires a standard action that 
provokes an attack of opportunity. Thrown bombs 
have a range of 20 feet and use the Throw Splash 
Weapon special attack (see page 202 of the 
Pathfinder RPG Core Rulebook). Bombs are 
considered weapons and can be selected using feats 
such as Point-Blank Shot and Weapon Focus. On a 
direct hit, an alchemist’s bomb inflicts 1d6 points of 
fire damage + additional damage equal to the 
alchemist’s Intelligence modifier. The damage of an 
alchemist’s bomb increases by 1d6 points at every 
odd-numbered alchemist level (this bonus damage is 
not multiplied on a critical hit or by using feats such as 
Vital Strike). Splash damage from an alchemist bomb 
is always equal to the bomb’s minimum damage (so if 
the bomb would deal 2d6+4 points of fire damage on 

a direct hit, its splash damage would be 6 points of 
fire damage). Those caught in the splash damage can 
attempt a Reflex save for half damage. The DC of this 
save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the alchemist’s level + the 
alchemist’s Intelligence modifier. 

Alchemists can learn new types of bombs as 
discoveries (see the Discovery ability) as they level 
up. An alchemist’s bomb, like an extract, becomes 
inert if used or carried by anyone else. 

 
Dispelling Bomb:  

When the alchemist creates a bomb, he 
can choose to have it dispel magic effects 
instead of deal damage. Creatures that take a 
direct hit from a dispelling bomb are subject to a 
targeted dispel magic spell, using the 
alchemist’s level as the caster level. This cannot 
be used to target a specific spell effect. The 
alchemist must be at least 6th level before 
selecting this discovery. 
 
Frost bomb*:  

When the alchemist creates a bomb, he 
can choose to have it inflict cold damage. 
Creatures that take a direct hit from a frost bomb 
are staggered on their next turn unless they 
succeed on a Fortitude save. 
 
Smoke bomb*:  

When the alchemist creates a bomb, he 
can choose to have it create a cloud of thick 
smoke when it detonates. The cloud functions 
as fog cloud, filling an area equal to twice the 
bomb’s splash radius for 1 round per level. 
 

Mutagen (+4/-2, +2 natural) 70 
minutes 

 

*** 
 
Barkskin 
School transmutation; Level druid 2, ranger 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target living creature touched 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes 
(harmless)  

Barkskin toughens a creature’s skin. 
The effect grants a +2 enhancement bonus to 
the creature’s existing natural armor bonus. This 

enhancement bonus increases by 1 for every 
three caster levels above 3rd, to a maximum of 
+5 at 12th level. 

The enhancement bonus provided by 
barkskin stacks with the target’s natural armor 
bonus, but not with other enhancement bonuses 
to natural armor. A creature without natural 
armor has an effective natural armor bonus of 
+0. 
 
 
 



Bomber’s Eye 
School transmutation; Level alchemist 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components S 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 round/level 

This extract allows you to throw 
weapons farther and more accurately. While this 
extract is in effect, increase the range of any 
thrown weapon by 10 feet. In addition, you 
receive a +1 insight bonus on attack rolls made 
with thrown weapons. 
 
CLW (x3) (1d8+5) 
 
CSW (3d8+7) 
 
Darkvision 
School transmutation; Level ranger 3, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (either a pinch of dried 
carrot or an agate) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 hour/level 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes (harmless) 

The subject gains the ability to see 60 
feet even in total darkness. Darkvision is black 
and white only but otherwise like normal sight. 

Darkvision can be made permanent with 
a permanency spell. 
 

Gaseous Form 
School transmutation; Level bard 3, 
sorcerer/wizard 3 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components S, M/DF (a bit of gauze and a 
wisp of smoke) 
Range touch 
Target willing corporeal creature touched 
Duration 2 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

The subject and all its gear become 
insubstantial, misty, and translucent. Its material 
armor (including natural armor) becomes 
worthless, though its size, Dexterity, deflection 
bonuses, and armor bonuses from force effects 
still apply. The subject gains DR 10/magic and 
becomes immune to poison, sneak attacks, and 
critical hits. It can’t attack or cast spells with 
verbal, somatic, material, or focus components 
while in gaseous form. This does not rule out the 
use of certain spells that the subject may have 

prepared using the feats Silent Spell, Still Spell, 
and Eschew Materials. The subject also loses 
supernatural abilities while in gaseous form. If it 
has a touch spell ready to use, that spell is 
discharged harmlessly when the gaseous form 
spell takes effect. 

A gaseous creature can’t run, but it can 
fly at a speed of 10 feet and automatically 
succeeds on all Fly skill checks. It can pass 
through small holes or narrow openings, even 
mere cracks, with all it was wearing or holding in 
its hands, as long as the spell persists. The 
creature is subject to the effects of wind, and it 
can’t enter water or other liquid. It also can’t 
manipulate objects or activate items, even those 
carried along with its gaseous form. 
Continuously active items remain active, though 
in some cases their effects may be moot. 
 
Invisibility 
School illusion (glamer); Level bard 2, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (an eyelash encased 
in gum arabic) 
Range personal or touch 
Target you or a creature or object weighing no 
more than 100 lbs./level 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless) or Will 
negates (harmless, object); Spell Resistance 
yes (harmless) or yes (harmless, object) 

The creature or object touched becomes 
invisible. If the recipient is a creature carrying 
gear, that vanishes, too. If you cast the spell on 
someone else, neither you nor your allies can 
see the subject, unless you can normally see 
invisible things or you employ magic to do so. 

Items dropped or put down by an 
invisible creature become visible; items picked 
up disappear if tucked into the clothing or 
pouches worn by the creature. Light, however, 
never becomes invisible, although a source of 
light can become so (thus, the effect is that of a 
light with no visible source). Any part of an item 
that the subject carries but that extends more 
than 10 feet from it becomes visible. 

Of course, the subject is not magically 
silenced, and certain other conditions can render 
the recipient detectable (such as swimming in 
water or stepping in a puddle). If a check is 
required, a stationary invisible creature has a 
+40 bonus on its Stealth checks. This bonus is 
reduced to +20 if the creature is moving. The 
spell ends if the subject attacks any creature. 
For purposes of this spell, an attack includes 



any spell targeting a foe or whose area or effect 
includes a foe. Exactly who is a foe depends on 
the invisible character’s perceptions. Actions 
directed at unattended objects do not break the 
spell. Causing harm indirectly is not an attack. 
Thus, an invisible being can open doors, talk, 
eat, climb stairs, summon monsters and have 
them attack, cut the ropes holding a rope bridge 
while enemies are on the bridge, remotely 
trigger traps, open a portcullis to release attack 
dogs, and so forth. If the subject attacks directly, 
however, it immediately becomes visible along 
with all its gear. Spells such as bless that 
specifically affect allies but not foes are not 
attacks for this purpose, even when they include 
foes in their area. 

Invisibility can be made permanent (on 
objects only) with a permanency spell. 
 
Shield 
School abjuration [force]; Level sorcerer/wizard 
1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 

Shield creates an invisible shield of 
force that hovers in front of you. It negates 
magic missile attacks directed at you. The disk 
also provides a +4 shield bonus to AC. This 
bonus applies against incorporeal touch attacks, 
since it is a force effect. The shield has  no 
armor check penalty or arcane spell failure 
chance. 
 

Vomit Swarm (APG) 
School conjuration (summoning); Level 
alchemist 2, witch 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components S 
Range personal 
Effect one swarm of spiders 
Duration 1 round/level 

You vomit forth a swarm of spiders 
(Bestiary, page 258) that attacks all other 
creatures within its area. The swarm begins 
adjacent to you, but if no living creatures are 
within its area, it moves in one direction of your 
choosing at its normal speed. You can move the 
swarm or change the swarm’s direction by 
spending a standard action to concentrate on 
the swarm, otherwise it continues moving in its 
current direction. If your caster level is at least 
7th, you can vomit forth a swarm of wasps 
instead (Bestiary 275). Finally, if your caster 
level is at least 13th, you can vomit forth a 
swarm of army ants (Bestiary 16). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



Grioth Cleric Spells 
 

Id Insinuation (Sp) (DC 14) 1/day 
As a standard action once per day, a 

grioth can disrupt a creature's mind. The target 
must be within 30 feet, and ca n resist this effect 
with a successful DC 12 Will save- otherwise, 
the target becomes confused for as long as the 
grioth concentrates plus 1 additional round after 
it ceases concentrating, to a maximum number 
of rounds equal to 3 plus the Grioth's total HD (5 
rounds for most grioths). This is a mind-affecting 
effect, and is equivalent to a 2nd level spell. The 
save DC is Charisma-based. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Touch of Chaos (Sp): (6/day) 
You can imbue a target with chaos as a 

melee touch attack. For the next round, anytime 
the target rolls a d20, he must roll twice and take 
the less favorable result. You can use this ability 
a number of times per day equal to 3 + your 
Wisdom modifier. 
 
Touch of Darkness (Sp): (6/day) 

As a melee touch attack, you can cause 
a creature’s vision to be fraught with shadows 
and darkness. The creature touched treats all 
other creatures as if they had concealment, 
suffering a 20% miss chance on all attack rolls. 
This effect lasts for a number of rounds equal to 
1/2 your cleric level (minimum 1). You can use 
this ability a number of times per day equal to 3 
+ your Wisdom modifier. 

 

*** 
 

Bleed (DC 13) 

School necromancy; Level cleric 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one living creature 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw: Will negates; Spell Resistance: 
yes 

You cause a living creature that is below 
0 hit points but stabilized to resume dying. Upon 
casting this spell, you target a living creature 
that has –1 or fewer hit points. That creature 
begins dying, taking 1 point of damage per 
round. The creature can be stabilized later 
normally. This spell causes a creature  that is 
dying to take 1 point of damage. 
 

Blindness /Deafness (DC 15) 

School necromancy; Level bard 2, cleric 3, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Target one living creature 
Duration permanent (D) 
Saving Throw Fortitude negates; Spell 
Resistance yes 

You call upon the powers of unlife to 
render the subject blinded or deafened, as you 
choose. 
 

Confusion, Lesser (DC 14) 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one living creature 
Duration 1 round 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell causes a single creature to 
become confused for 1 round. 
 
Confusion 
School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-affecting]; 
Level bard 3, sorcerer/wizard 4 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (three nutshells) 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Targets all creatures in a 15-ft.-radius burst 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance yes 

This spell causes confusion in the targets, 
making them unable to determine their actions. Roll 
on the following table at the start of each subject’s 
turn each round to see what it does in that round. 

 



d%  Behavior 
01–25 A ct normally 
26–50  Do nothing but babble incoherently 
51–75  Deal 1d8 points of damage + Str modifier to self 
with item in hand 
76–100  Attack nearest creature (for this purpose, a familiar 
counts as part of the subject’s self ) 

 
A confused character who can’t carry out the 

indicated action does nothing but babble incoherently. 
Attackers are not at any special advantage when 
attacking a confused character. Any confused 
character who is attacked automatically attacks its 
attackers on its next turn, as long as it is still confused 
when its turn comes. Note that a confused character 
will not make attacks of opportunity against any 
creature that it is not already devoted to attacking 
(either because of its most recent action or because it 
has just been attacked). 

 
CLW (1d8+3) 
 
CMW (2d8+3) 
 

Daze  (DC 14)  1/day 

School enchantment (compulsion) [mind-
affecting]; Level bard 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (a pinch of wool or similar 
substance) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature of 4 HD or less 
Duration 1 round 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell clouds the mind of a 
humanoid creature with 4 or fewer Hit Dice so 
that it takes no actions. Humanoids of 5 or more 
HD are not affected. A dazed subject is not 
stunned, so attackers get no special advantage 
against it. After a creature has been dazed by 
this spell, it is immune to the effects of this spell 
for 1 minute. 
 

Doom (DC 14) 

School necromancy [fear, mind-affecting]; Level 
cleric 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Target one living creature 
Duration 1 min./level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This spell fills a single subject with a 
feeling of horrible dread that causes it to 
become shaken. 

 
Guidance 
School divination; Level cleric 0, druid 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 minute or until discharged 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes 

This spell imbues the subject with a 
touch of divine guidance. The creature gets a +1 
competence bonus on a single attack roll, saving 
throw, or skill check. It must choose to use the 
bonus before making the roll to which it applies. 
 
Mage Hand  (At Will) 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one nonmagical, unattended object 
weighing up to 5 lbs. 
Duration concentration 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You point your finger at an object and 
can lift it and move it at will from a distance. As a 
move action, you can propel the object as far as 
15 feet in any direction, though the spell ends if 
the distance between you and the object ever 
exceeds the spell’s range. 
 
Open/Close (At Will) 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a brass key) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target object weighing up to 30 lbs. or portal 
that can be opened or closed 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Will negates (object); Spell 
Resistance yes (object) 

You can open or close (your choice) a 
door, chest, box, window, bag, pouch, bottle, 
barrel, or other container. If anything resists this 
activity (such as a bar on a door or a lock on a 
chest), the spell fails. In addition, the spell can 
only open and close things weighing 30 pounds 
or less. Thus, doors, chests, and similar objects 
sized for enormous creatures may be beyond 
this spell’s ability to affect. 
 
 



Protection from Law (DC 14) 

School abjuration [chaotic]; Level cleric 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 

This spell functions like protection from 
evil, except that the deflection and resistance 
bonuses apply to attacks made by lawful 
creatures. The target receives a new saving 
throw against control by lawful creatures and 
lawful summoned creatures cannot touch the 
target. 
 

Protection from Evil 
School abjuration [good]; Level cleric 1, paladin 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance no; see text 

This spell wards a creature from attacks by 
evil creatures, from mental control, and from 
summoned creatures. It creates a magical barrier 
around the subject at a distance of 1 foot. The barrier 
moves with the subject and has three major effects.  

First, the subject gains a +2 deflection bonus 
to AC and a +2 resistance bonus on saves. Both 
these bonuses apply against attacks made or effects 
created by evil creatures. 

Second, the subject immediately receives 
another saving throw (if one was allowed to begin 
with) against any spells or effects that possess or 
exercise mental control over the creature (including 
enchantment [charm] effects and enchantment 
[compulsion] effects such as charm person, 
command, and dominate person). This saving throw 
is made with a +2 morale bonus, using the same DC 
as the original effect. If successful, such effects are 
suppressed for the duration of this spell. The effects 
resume when the duration of this spell expires. While 
under the effects of this spell, the target is immune to 
any new attempts to possess or exercise mental 
control over the target. This spell does not expel a 
controlling life force (such as a ghost or spellcaster 
using magic jar), but it does prevent them from 
controlling the target. This second effect only 

functions against spells and effects created by evil 
creatures or objects, subject to GM discretion. 

Third, the spell prevents bodily contact by 
evil summoned creatures. This causes the natural 
weapon attacks of such creatures to fail and the 
creatures to recoil if such attacks require touching the 
warded creature. Summoned creatures that are not 
evil are immune to this effect. The protection against 
contact by summoned creatures ends if the warded 
creature makes an attack against or tries to force the 
barrier against the blocked creature. Spell resistance 
can allow a creature to overcome this protection and 
touch the warded creature. 

 
Resistance 
School abjuration; Level bard 0, cleric 0, druid 
0, paladin 1, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M/DF (a miniature cloak) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 minute 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance yes (harmless) 

You imbue the subject with magical 
energy that protects it from harm, granting it a 
+1 resistance bonus on saves. 

Resistance can be made permanent 
with a permanency spell. 
 

Sound Burst (DC 15) 

School evocation [sonic]; Level bard 2, cleric 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F/DF (a musical instrument) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Area 10-ft.-radius spread 
Duration instantaneous 
Saving Throw Fortitude partial; Spell 
Resistance yes 

You blast an area with a tremendous 
cacophony. Every creature in the area takes 1d8 
points of sonic damage and must succeed on a 
Fortitude save to avoid being stunned for 1 
round. Creatures that cannot hear are not 
stunned but are still damaged. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 



Aeteperax’s Sorcerer Spells 
 

Call Grioth (Sp)  3/day 

This ability functions as long as the rift 
at area G5 is open, and only within 60 feet of it 
.This functions as planar ally, but can be used 

only to conjure grioths. Aeteperax doesn't have 
to present called grioths with any offerings- as 
long as the rift exists, called grioths are bound to 
his will automatically. 

 

*** 
1st  (6/day) 
 

Charm Person (DC 13)  At Will 

School enchantment (charm) [mind-affecting]; 
Level bard 1, sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one humanoid creature 
Duration 1 hour/level 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

This charm makes a humanoid creature 
regard you as its trusted friend and ally (treat the 
target’s attitude as friendly). If the creature is 
currently being threatened or attacked by you or 
your allies, however, it receives a +5 bonus on 
its saving throw. 

The spell does not enable you to control 
the charmed person as if it were an automaton, 
but it perceives your words and actions in the 
most favorable way. You can try to give the 
subject orders, but you must win an opposed 
Charisma check to convince it to do anything it 
wouldn’t ordinarily do. (Retries are not allowed.) 
An affected creature never obeys suicidal or 
obviously harmful orders, but it might be 
convinced that something very dangerous is 
worth doing. Any act by you or your apparent 
allies that threatens the charmed person breaks 
the spell. You must speak the person’s language 
to communicate your commands, or else be 
good at pantomiming. 
 

Entangle (DC 13) At Will 
School transmutation; Level druid 1, ranger 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, DF 
Range long (400 ft. + 40 ft./level) 
Area plants in a 40-ft.-radius spread 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Saving Throw: Reflex partial; see text; Spell 
Resistance: no 

This spell causes tall grass, weeds, and 
other plants to wrap around creatures in the 
area of effect or those that enter the area. 
Creatures that fail their save gain the entangled 
condition. Creatures that make their save can 
move as normal, but those that remain in the 
area must save again at the end of your turn. 
Creatures that move into the area must save 
immediately. Those that fail must end their 
movement and gain the entangled condition. 
Entangled creatures can attempt to break free 
as a move action, making a Strength or Escape 
Artist check. The DC for this check is equal to 
the DC of the spell. The entire area of effect is 
considered difficult terrain while the effect lasts. 

If the plants in the area are covered in 
thorns, those in the area take 1 point of damage 
each time they fail a save against the entangle 
or fail a check made to break free. Other effects, 
depending on the local plants, might be possible 
at GM discretion. 
 
Grease 
School conjuration (creation); Level bard 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (butter) 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one object or 10-ft. square 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 
Save see text; SR no 

A grease spell covers a solid surface 
with a layer of slippery grease. Any creature in 
the area when the spell is cast must make a 
successful Reflex save or fall. A creature can 
walk within or through the area of grease at half 
normal speed with a DC 10 Acrobatics check. 
Failure means it can’t move that round (and 
must then make a Reflex save or fall), while 
failure by 5 or more means it falls (see the 
Acrobatics skill for details). Creatures that do not 
move on their turn do not need to make this 
check and are not considered flat-footed. 



The spell can also be used to create a 
greasy coating on an item. Material objects not 
in use are always affected by this spell, while an 
object wielded or employed by a creature 
requires its bearer to make a Reflex saving 
throw to avoid the effect. If the initial saving 
throw fails, the creature immediately drops the 
item. A saving throw must be made in each 
round that the creature attempts to pick up or 
use the greased item. A creature wearing 
greased armor or clothing gains a +10 
circumstance bonus on Escape Artist checks 
and combat maneuver checks made to escape a 
grapple, and to their CMD to avoid being 
grappled. 
 
Light 
School evocation [light]; Level bard 0, cleric 0, 
druid 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, M/DF (a firefly) 
Range touch 
Target object touched 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

This spell causes a touched object to 
glow like a torch, shedding normal light in a 20-
foot radius from the point touched, and 
increasing the light level for an additional 20 feet 
by one step, up to normal light (darkness 
becomes dim light, and dim light becomes 
normal light). In an area of normal or bright light, 
this spell has no effect. The effect is immobile, 
but it can be cast on a movable object. 

You can only have one light spell active 
at any one time. If you cast this spell while 
another casting is still in effect, the previous 
casting is dispelled. If you make this spell 
permanent (through permanency or a similar 
effect), it does not count against this limit. Light 
can be used to counter or dispel any darkness 
spell of equal or lower spell level. 
 
Mage Armor 
School conjuration (creation) [force]; Level 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a piece of cured leather) 
Range touch 
Target creature touched 
Duration 1 hour/level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell 
Resistance no 

An invisible but tangible field of force 
surrounds the subject of a mage armor spell, 
providing a +4 armor bonus to AC. Unlike 

mundane armor, mage armor entails no armor 
check penalty, arcane spell failure chance, or 
speed reduction. Since mage armor is made of 
force, incorporeal creatures can’t bypass it the 
way they do normal armor. 
 
Mage Hand 
School transmutation; Level bard 0, 
sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target one nonmagical, unattended object 
weighing up to 5 lbs. 
Duration concentration 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You point your finger at an object and 
can lift it and move it at will from a distance. As a 
move action, you can propel the object as far as 
15 feet in any direction, though the spell ends if 
the distance between you and the object ever 
exceeds the spell’s range. 
 
Message 
School transmutation [language-dependent]; 
Level bard 0, sorcerer/wizard 0 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a piece of copper wire) 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Targets one creature/level 
Duration 10 min./level 
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no 

You can whisper messages and receive 
whispered replies. Those nearby can hear these 
messages with a DC 25 Perception check. You 
point your finger at each creature you want to 
receive the message. When you whisper, the 
whispered message is audible to all targeted 
creatures within range. Magical silence, 1 foot of 
stone, 1 inch of common metal (or a thin sheet 
of lead), or 3 feet of wood or dirt blocks the spell. 
The message does not have to travel in a 
straight line. It can circumvent a barrier if there is 
an open path between you and the subject, and 
the path’s entire length lies within the spell’s 
range. The creatures that receive the message 
can whisper a reply that you hear. The spell 
transmits sound, not meaning; it doesn’t 
transcend language barriers. To speak a 
message, you must mouth the words and 
whisper. 
 

 
 
 



Ray of Enfeeblement (DC 13) 

School necromancy; Level sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect ray 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw Fortitude half; Spell Resistance 
yes 

A coruscating ray springs from your 
hand. You must succeed on a ranged touch 
attack to strike a target. The subject takes a 
penalty to Strength equal to 1d6+1 per two 
caster levels (maximum 1d6+5). The subject’s 
Strength score cannot drop below 1. A 
successful Fortitude save reduces this penalty 
by half. This penalty does not stack with itself. 
Apply the highest penalty instead. 

 

*** 
 
Staff of Illusion (2 Charges, post Auction) 
Aura strong illusion; CL 13th 
Slot none; Price 82,000 gp; Weight 5 lbs. 
Description 

This staff is made from ebony or other 
dark wood and carved into an intricately twisted, 
fluted, or spiral shape. It allows use of the 
following spells: 

• Disguise self (1 charge) 
• Major image (1 charge) 
• Mirror image (1 charge) 
• Persistent image (2 charges) 
• Rainbow pattern (2 charges) 
• Mislead (3 charges) 
Construction Requirements Craft 

Staff, disguise self, major image, mirror image, 
persistent image, mislead, rainbow pattern; Cost 
41,000 gp 
 
Disguise Self (1 Charge) 
School illusion (glamer); Level bard 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 10 min./level (D) 

You make yourself—including clothing, 
armor, weapons, and equipment—look different. 
You can seem 1 foot shorter or taller, thin, fat, or 
in between. You cannot change your creature 
type (although you can appear as another 
subtype). Otherwise, the extent of the apparent 
change is up to you. You could add or obscure a 
minor feature or look like an entirely different 
person or gender. 

The spell does not provide the abilities 
or mannerisms of the chosen form, nor does it 
alter the perceived tactile (touch) or audible 
(sound) properties of you or your equipment. If 
you use this spell to create a disguise, you get a 
+10 bonus on the Disguise check. A creature 

that interacts with the glamer gets a Will save to 
recognize it as an illusion. 
 
Major Image (1 Charge) 
School illusion (figment); Level bard 3, 
sorcerer/wizard 3 
Duration Concentration + 3 rounds 

This spell functions like silent image, 
except that sound, smell, and thermal illusions 
are included in the spell effect. While 
concentrating, you can move the image within 
the range. 

The image disappears when struck by 
an opponent unless you cause the illusion to 
react appropriately. 
 
Silent Image 
School illusion (figment); Level bard 1, 
sorcerer/wizard 1 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, F (a bit of fleece) 
Range long (400 ft. + 40 ft./level) 
Effect visual figment that cannot extend beyond four 
10-ft. cubes + one 10-ft. cube/level (S) 
Duration concentration 
Saving Throw Will disbelief (if interacted with); Spell 
Resistance no 

This spell creates the visual illusion of an 
object, creature, or force, as visualized by you. The 
illusion does not create sound, smell, texture, or 
temperature. You can move the image within the 
limits of the size of the effect. 

 
Mirror Image (1 Charge) 
School illusion (figment); Level bard 2, 
sorcerer/wizard 2 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range personal 
Target you 
Duration 1 min./level 

This spell creates a number of illusory 
doubles of you that inhabit your square. These 



doubles make it difficult for enemies to precisely 
locate and attack you. 

When mirror image is cast, 1d4 images 
plus one image per three caster levels 
(maximum eight images total) are created. 
These images remain in your space and move 
with you, mimicking your movements, sounds, 
and actions exactly. Whenever you are attacked 
or are the target of a spell that requires an attack 
roll, there is a possibility that the attack targets 
one of your images instead. If the attack is a hit, 
roll randomly to see whether the selected target 
is real or a figment. If it is a figment, the figment 
is destroyed. If the attack misses by 5 or less, 
one of your figments is destroyed by the near 
miss. Area spells affect you normally and do not 
destroy any of your figments. Spells and effects 
that do not require an attack roll affect you 
normally and do not destroy any of your 
figments. Spells that require a touch attack are 
harmlessly discharged if used to destroy a 
figment. 

An attacker must be able to see the 
figments to be fooled. If you are invisible or the 
attacker is blind, the spell has no effect 
(although the normal miss chances still apply). 
 
Persistent Image (2 Charges) 
School illusion (figment); Level bard 5, 
sorcerer/wizard 5 
Duration 1 min./level (D) 

This spell functions like silent image, 
except that the figment includes visual, auditory, 
olfactory, and thermal components, and the 
figment follows a script determined by you. The 
figment follows that script without your having to 
concentrate on it. The illusion can include 
intelligible speech if you wish. 
 
Rainbow Pattern (2 Charges) 
School illusion (pattern) [mind-affecting]; Level 
bard 4, sorcerer/wizard 4 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V (bard only), S, M (a piece of 
phosphor), F (a crystal prism); see text 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Effect colorful lights with a 20-ft.-radius spread 
Duration Concentration +1 round/level (D) 
Saving Throw Will negates; Spell Resistance 
yes 

A glowing, rainbow-hued pattern of 
interweaving colors fascinates those within it. 
Rainbow pattern fascinates a maximum of 24 
HD of creatures. Creatures with the fewest HD 
are affected first. Among creatures with equal 
HD, those who are closest to the spell’s point of 

origin are affected first. An affected creature that 
fails its saves is fascinated by the pattern. 

With a simple gesture (a free action), 
you can make the rainbow pattern move up to 
30 feet per round (moving its effective point of 
origin). All fascinated creatures follow the 
moving rainbow of light, trying to remain within 
the effect. Fascinated creatures who are 
restrained and removed from the pattern still try 
to follow it. If the pattern leads its subjects into a 
dangerous area, each fascinated creature gets a 
second save. If the view of the lights is 
completely blocked, creatures who can’t see 
them are no longer affected. 

The spell does not affect sightless 
creatures. 
 
Mislead (3 charges) 
School illusion (figment, glamer); Level bard 5, 
sorcerer/wizard 6 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Target/Effect you/one illusory double 
Duration 1 round/level (D) and concentration + 3 rounds; 
see text 
Saving Throw none or Will disbelief (if interacted with); see 
text; Spell Resistance no 

You become invisible (as greater invisibility, a 
glamer), and at the same time, an illusory double of you (as 
major image, a figment) appears. You are then free to go 
elsewhere while your double moves away. The double 
appears within range but thereafter moves as you direct it 
(which requires concentration beginning on the first round 
after the casting). You can make the figment appear 
superimposed perfectly over your own body so that 
observers don’t notice an image appearing and you turning 
invisible. You and the figment can then move in different 
directions. The double moves at your speed and can talk 
and gesture as if it were real, but it cannot attack or cast 
spells, though it can pretend to do so. 

The illusory double lasts as long as you 
concentrate upon it, plus 3 additional rounds. After you 
cease concentration, the illusory double continues to carry 
out the same activity until the duration expires. The greater 
invisibility lasts for 1 round per level, regardless of 
concentration. 

 

Using Staves:  
Staves use the wielder’s ability score 

and relevant feats to set the DC for saves 
against their spells. Unlike with other sorts of 
magic items, the wielder can use his caster level 
when activating the power of a staff if it’s higher 
than the caster level of the staff. 

This means that staves are far more 
potent in the hands of a powerful spellcaster. 
Because they use the wielder’s ability score to 
set the save DC for the spell, spells from a staff 
are often harder to resist than those from other 
magic items, which use the minimum ability 



score required to cast the spell. Not only are 
aspects of the spell dependent on caster level 
(range, duration, and so on) potentially higher, 
but spells from a staff are also harder to dispel 
and have a better chance of overcoming a 
target’s spell resistance. 

Staves hold a maximum of 10 charges. 
Each spell cast from a staff consumes one or 
more charges. When a staff runs out of charges, 
it cannot be used until it is recharged. Each 
morning, when a spellcaster prepares spells or 
regains spell slots, he can also imbue one staff 
with a portion of his power so long as one or 
more of the spells cast by the staff is on his spell 
list and he is capable of casting at least one of 
the spells. Imbuing a staff with this power 
restores one charge to the staff, but the caster 
must forgo one prepared  spell or spell slot of a 
level equal to the highest-level spell cast by the 
staff. For example, a 9th-level wizard with a staff 
of fire could imbue the staff with one charge per 
day by using up one of his 4th-level spells. A 
staff cannot gain more than one charge per day 
and a caster cannot imbue more than one staff 
per day. 

Furthermore, a staff can hold a spell of 
any level, unlike a wand, which is limited to 
spells of 4th level or lower. The minimum caster 
level of a staff is 8th. 
 
 


